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Blue Seal Countertop Chargrill LPG G593 B
14.4kW. Width: 450mm. LPG   View Product 

 Code : G593-B(LPG)

  
 48% OFF   Sale 

£3,895.00

£2,015.99 / exc vat
£2,419.19 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 3-5 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

With a remarkably powerful 14.4kW stainless steel U-
burner and heavy duty construction throughout the
chargrill, the G593-B Blue Seal 450mm wide LPG
chargrill allows you to effortlessly cook meat,
vegetables and seafood with minimal fuss.

 Designed to excel in the modern commercial kitchen, this
countertop chargrill is narrow enough to fit into smaller
kitchens, whilst still having the depth to cook large
quantities of food with excellent results.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 585 450 812

Cm 58.5 45 81.2

Inches
(approx)

23 17 31

 450mm gas chargrill bench model

 14.2kW 304 stainless steel 3 bar burner

 Reversible heavy-duty top grates

 Interchangeable drop on griddle plates

 Inclined position to reduce flare and enhance grease

run

 Full pilot and flame failure protection per burner

 Lift out radiants, burners and grease tray baffles

 Heavy-duty reinforced control knobs

 Easy clean, installation and service

 (Image shown as G596-LS)

Material : Stainless Steel
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